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Abstract- The safety operation of the plants in the chemical 
industry is very important. The authors proposed a conception called 
dynamic operation permission to support safety operation of nuclear 
power plants. The main idea of the dynamic operation permission is 
to prevent only evident commission errors and to leave operators 
behave as they like as far as they take operations following operation 
manuals and various operation rules and the action by operators does 
not induce bad effects in plant condition. In general, an operator 
support system will be a complicated and big software system because 
it should have many operator support functions. An agent-based 
system configuration has many advantageous features in the 
development, extension, and maintenance of a big software system. 
This study develops a dynamic operation permission system to check 
and guide suitable operations based on operation manuals and a 
functional model as an agent system for oil refinery plants. 

 
Index Terms—Operator support system, Dynamic operation 

permission, Agent-based system, Operation manual, Multilevel flow 
modeling 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The safety operation of plants in the chemical industry is, 
of course, very important because the influence of an 
accident in a plant to the environment is very large. For an 
operator, the plant tends to become complex by the 
introduction of various advanced control systems to 
produce high quality chemical products. The veteran 
operators of Japanese chemical plants are retiring because 
many chemical complexes were constructed in 1960s. In 
addition, the chances to manage small troubles are 
decreasing for operators because of the enhancement of 
reliability of plant components. Therefore, the skill 
succession from veteran to young operators is one of major 
problems in Japanese chemical plants. The authors think 
that one of promising solutions for the problem is to 
develop a human-centered operator support system in order 
to support the activities of operators in an abnormal 
situation of plants. 

Extensive studies[1-4] were made to develop operator 
support systems for large-scaled safety-critical systems 
such as chemical plants and nuclear power plants. 
Moreover, many studies[5-8] are devoted to detect faults 
occurred in chemical plants because a runaway accident 
gives severe economical and environmental influences. As 

to nuclear power plants, the SPDS (Safety Parameter 
Display System)[9] to display important plant parameters 
for plant safety was introduced in all US nuclear power 
plants after the TMI-2 (Three Mile Island Unit 2) accident. 
Alarm handling systems[10] were developed to suppress 
unnecessary alarms for easy understanding plant conditions 
in abnormal plant situations. Recently, cognitive aspects of 
operators of nuclear power plants are studied to reduce 
human errors by operators[11, 12]. 

This study deals with an operator support technique to 
reduce commission errors by operators. A commission 
error is a kind of human errors to take an erroneous 
operation. Another type of human errors is an omission 
error not to take a correct operation. The computer-based 
procedures to indicate the guidance on the display of main 
control room of a plant are expected to improve the 
performance of operators and to reduce human errors by 
operators in especially an abnormal plant situation[13]. 
The study[14] dealing with a model of distributed 
knowledge and action pointed out the importance of 
operating procedure directives and goals that constrain the 
system operators’ actions to guide human intervention in 
the system as well as causal relationships and system state 
trajectories over time. 

In the previous studies, the authors proposed the 
conception of dynamic operation  permission to reduce 
commission errors for the operations of a nuclear power 
plant[15, 16]. The authors also have been developing a 
dynamic operation permission system for a pressurized 
water reactor plant[17, 18, 19]. There are two main parts of 
a dynamic operation permission system. One is to make 
the permission determination from the standpoint if an 
operator action follows the typical operations described in 
operation manuals. The other is to make the permission 
determination from the standpoint what influence will be 
given by an operator action on plant future behavior. The 
estimation of the influence is made by a model-based 
technique[18, 19]. The base model utilized is constructed 
by a functional modeling technique, Multi-level Flow 
Modeling (MFM) [20, 21]. 

Usually, an operator support system will be a 
complicated software system if many operator support 
tasks are assigned to it. This will induce many problems in 
the maintenance and extensions of the software systems for 
the operator support system. The agent configuration[22] 
of a large software system will mitigate the problems 
because of its advantages[23]. The authors developed an 
agent-based production planning system[24] of ethylene 
plants on a distributed cooperation environment[25] and 
confirmed the advantageous characteristics in the 
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development, maintenance and extension of a software 
system. 

The objective of this study is to examine the 
applicability of the conception of dynamic operation 
permission to the operation support of chemical plants. In 
addition, this study develops a dynamic operation 
permission system for an oil refinery plant as an agent-
based system that is composed of several software agents 
to demonstrate the applicability of an agent 
implementation tool[23]. 

This paper describes the development of dynamic 
operation permission system as an agent system for oil 
refinery plants to check and guide suitable operations. The 
next section outlines the concept of dynamic operation 
permission. Section 3 presents the advantageous 
characteristics of agent-based systems and introduces the 
distributed cooperation environment. Section 4 describes 
an agent-based dynamic operation permission system for 
an oil refinery plant. The results of this study and future 
problems are summarized in Conclusions. 

 
2. DYNAMIC OPERATION PERMISSION 

2.1 Conception of dynamic operation permission 
 

The main idea of the dynamic operation permission is to 
prevent only evident commission errors. It leaves operators 
behave as they like as far as they take operations following 
operation manuals and various operation rules and the 
action by operators does not induce bad effects in plant 
condition. 

A dynamic operation permission system lies between 
human-machine interfaces for plant control and plant 
control systems. It checks an operation by operators if it is 
a suitable one. When the operation is suitable, the 
operation is executed as if the operation command is 
directly transmitted to control systems. If the operation is 
evaluated to be wrong one, the system warns the 
possibility of a commission error to operators. Therefore, 
the relation between operators and a dynamic operation 
permission system is such that the system assists operators 
to make suitable operations without eliminating creative 
ideas of operators. 

The support by a dynamic operation permission system 
is shown in Fig. 1. When operators take an operation, the 
operation is first identified by the screen selected and the 
console button pushed. There are two main parts of the 
dynamic operation permission system. The one is to decide 
the permission if the operation selected by operators 
follows the typical operations described in operation 
manuals. The other is to decide the permission based on 
the estimation on what influence the operation selected by 
operators gives on future plant behavior. The estimation of 
the influence is made by a model-based technique[18, 19]. 
The base model utilized is constructed by a functional 
modeling technique, Multi-level Flow Modeling (MFM) 
[20, 21]. 

Operation

Dynamic operation permission

Following operation procedure

 Suitability

Operation
manuals

MFM model

Recognized by software switches

Permission judgment
 

Fig. 1 Conception of dynamic operation permission. 
 
Basically, the dynamic operation permission only deals 

with commission errors. A commission error is a human 
error that the action by a human is wrong. There is another 
type of human error called omission error. An omission 
error is a human error that a human does not do the action 
that should be done. A dynamic operation permission 
system can also deal with some kinds of omission errors. 
When several manual operations are sequentially taken, an 
omission error is detected at taking the operation next to 
the next operation. For the operation with time limit or the 
one that should be made in a certain plant condition, an 
omission error can be detected after the time allowance or 
when the plant condition moves out of the certain plant 
condition. 

 
2.2 Dynamic operation permission based on operation 
manuals 
 

In the former part of dynamic operation permission, an 
operation made by operators is evaluated if the operation 
follows typical operations described in operation manuals. 
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the operation permission 
by the evaluation of following operation manuals.  

 
Start

Initialization of operation candidate list

Initialization of executed operation list

Recognition of the operation taken by operators

Is the taken
operation correct one ?

Addition of the executed operation
to executed operation list

Update of operation candidate list

Execution of taken operation

Warning

Yes

No

 
Fig. 2 Flow chart of dynamic operation permission by the evaluation of 
following operation manuals. 
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When a dynamic operation permission system is started 
up, it initializes both the executed operation list and the 
operation candidate list. The executed operation list stores 
the executed operations after starting up the system. On the 
other hand, an operation candidate list stores the operations 
that can be taken next. Depending on the plant condition, 
operation candidates are listed in the operation candidate 
list according to the descriptions of operation manuals. 

When operators take an operation, the operation is first 
identified by the screen selected and the console button 
pushed. The operation is executed if it is correct one, that 
is, one of operation candidates and all prerequisites for the 
operation are satisfied. The prerequisites of an operation 
specify the plant conditions that the operation can be taken 
and the operations to be taken before the operation. After 
executing the operation, the dynamic operation permission 
system adds the executed operation to the executed 
operation list and updates the operation candidate list based 
on the order of operations described in operation manuals. 
When operators take an operation that is included in the 
operation candidate list and does not satisfy one of 
prerequisites for the operation, the system warns to 
operators. The system can show operation candidates if 
operators want to browse. If operators take an operation 
that is not included in the operation candidate list, the 
suitability of the operation is evaluated in the second part 
of the dynamic operation permission system by basing on 
the estimation results of influences of the operation on 
plant behavior. 

The dynamic operation permission system based on 
operation manuals can be said as a system to lead operators 
take the typical operation described in operation manuals. 
Although the candidates of the next operations are 
displayed in the screen of the dynamic operation 
permission, the display is moderate and the system does 
not warn the operators as long as they take correct actions. 
This type of guidance is desirable from the viewpoint of 
perspicuity. The perspicuity is an index to measure the 
activeness of giving support. If a support system always 
gives its support when operators encounter a trouble, the 
operators will become to tend to rely on the decision by the 
support system resulting in reducing the ability of the 
operators to manage an abnormal plant condition. The 
authors think that there exists a suitable level of perspicuity 
that satisfies the reduction of human errors and the 
enhancement of operator capability to manage an abnormal 
plant condition. The level of perspicuity utilized in the 
dynamic operation permission system can be said as a 
silent level. 

 
2.3 Operation model to represent operations described 
in operation manuals 
 

To implement the dynamic operation permission by the 
evaluation of following operation manuals as a system, the 

description of operation manuals is necessary to be 
modeled as operation models. The operation manuals 
describe two types of information. The one is the 
information of each unit operation. A unit operation is the 
one that operators can take only one action such as opening 
a valve, stopping a pump, and so on. The other is an 
operation action sequence composed of some unit 
operations. These types of information are separately 
represented in graphical formats[15, 16]. 

The information of a unit operation is represented by a 
frame format. From the authors’ analyses[15, 16, 17] of the 
described information in operation manuals, a unit 
operation is represented by the following properties of 
 

(1) operation identification characters,  
(2) operation group identification characters,  
(3) operation name,  
(4) persons who take the operation,  
(5) prerequisites of operation,  
(6) operation purpose,  
(7) operation goal for control action,  
(8) concrete operation action,  
(9) qualitative functional influences,  
(10) method to confirm the operation effective,  
(11) method to confirm the termination of operation,  
(12) desired behaviors by the operation,  
(13) undesired behaviors after the operation is taken, 

and  
(14) remarks.  

 
The operation group identification characters of an 

operation represent the operation group that the operation 
is contained. The characters are identical to the operation 
identification characters of the operation group. The 
prerequisites of an operation include the operation 
identification characters of operations necessary to be 
taken before taking the operation and plant conditions to be 
satisfied at taking the operation. The operation goal for 
control action represents a set of the values that plant 
variables should reach by the operation. The qualitative 
functional influences describe the influences of the 
operation from functional point of view. 

On the other hand, the operation action sequences are 
graphically represented as operation action sequence 
diagrams. An example of graphical representation of 
operation action sequences is shown in Fig. 3. Some 
actions can be grouped into a macroscopic operation 
because they are taken under the same operation purposes. 
In the representation of operation action sequences, 
operations are correlated by the logical relations of AND, 
OR, and XOR relations. The logical relation of AND 
means that the operation following the AND relation can 
be executed after being executed all previous operations 
followed by the AND relation. The logical relation of OR 
means that the operation following the OR relation can be 
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executed after being executed one of previous operations. 
The logical relation of XOR means that the following 
operation can be executed after the one among the 
operations preceding the XOR relation is executed. 

The operation sequences sometimes change depending 
on plant conditions and/or the recognition of them by 
operators. A plant condition or its recognition is expressed 
by a condition node that shows the label of plant condition 
or its recognition in the upper part of the symbol and the 
conditions to branch off operation sequence in the lower 
part of the symbol. The operation followed when a 
condition is satisfied is represented after an arrow 
connected to the condition description. 

 
2.4 Dynamic operation permission based on the 
prediction of the influence of an operation 
 

There can be a case that operators, for example, want to 
take in advance an operation that will be necessary later in 
plant operation. In such a case, the dynamic operation 
permission system evaluates the validity of the operation 
from the viewpoint of the influence of the operation on 
future plant behavior. 

Because an operation is taken to recover some functions 
of a plant under some goals considering plant conditions, 
the usage of the information of plant goals and functions 
are necessary in the suitability evaluation of an operation. 
The estimation of effects and influences of an operation on 
plant behaviors is made by a model-based reasoning based 
on a plant model applying the MFM[20, 21]. The MFM 
can qualitatively represent plant behaviors relating with 
goals/sub-goals of a plant. The qualitative estimation is 
enough because the purpose of the dynamic operation 
permission is to prevent obvious commission errors. In the 
cases that quantitative information for operator support is 
necessary, the introduction of numerical simulations is one 

of promising idea. 
Based on the MFM model, the influences of an 

operation are estimated by the following three steps[18, 
19]. The outline of the estimation is shown in Fig. 4. First, 
an operation is mapped to the corresponding function or 
behavior in the MFM model. Second, the functional 
influence is propagated in a flow structure using effect 
propagation rules derived from the causal characteristics of 
each functional primitive of the MFM. Third, the 
influences on the goals connected to a function by 
achievement relations and the functions in upper flow 
structures connected to the goals by condition relations are 
estimated by the qualitative causality knowledge specified 
beforehand for the relations. By repeating steps 2 and 3, 
the influences of an operation on the whole plant behaviors 
are estimated. 

The desirable and undesirable behaviors for the 
operations in operation manuals are extracted from the 
description of operation manuals and represented in 
relation with the operations. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
suitability of an operation is evaluated by comparing the 
estimated influences with the desirable and undesirable 
behaviors for the next operations when operators follow 
the typical operations specified in operation manuals[18]. 

If an undesired behavior is estimated to appear by taking 
the operation, it is permitted but a strong warning is 
indicated to operators. If an undesired behavior is not 
estimated to appear and the estimated behaviors are 
consistent to desired behaviors of at least one of operation 
candidates, the action is permitted with a comment. If no 
desired behavior is estimated to appear and no undesired 
behavior is estimated to appear by taking the operation, the 
operation is permitted with a warning. The levels of 
warning are temporary determined for the prototype 
dynamic operation permission system for an oil refinery 
plant. 

End

5. Adjustment of steam
flow and PA flow

4. Adjustment of fuel
gas valve

3. Decrease of
desalter water flow

2. Decrease of  product
flow

1. Decrease of crude
supply

Start

AND

1.1 Decrease of
FC17 flow rate

1.2 Decrease of
FC18 flow rate

1.3 Decrease of
FC19 flow rate

1.4 Decrease of
FC20 flow rate

AND

Fig. 3 Example of operation action sequence. 
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A

A

C

(Steps 1) Operation knowledge
(Step 2) Influence propagation rules

(Step 3) Function flow to goal knowledge

(Step 4) Goal to function knowledge

(Step 2)

(Step 4)

 
Fig. 4 Estimation of influence of an operation on plant behavior by MFM 
model. 
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Fig. 5 Suitability evaluation by comparing the estimated influence on 
plant behavior. 

 
3. AGENT-BASED SYSTEM 

CONFIGURATION 

3.1 Agent and its advantageous characteristics for large 
software system 
 

By the advancement of artificial intelligence and 
software engineering, software agents are widely utilized 
to develop intelligent systems. An agent is a software 
system that can sense the conditions of environment and 
can do some tasks according to the results of sensing. 

From the standpoint of software engineering, an agent-
based system configuration has the following 
advantages[23]:  

 
1) easy realization of fault tolerant system by duplex 

systems,  
2) easy system maintenance because of small program 

size of an agent compared with a total system 
including many functions,  

3) easy upgrade of system function by adding only 
necessary agents,  

4) high reusability of an agent because of the generality 
of the single function agent, and 

5) easy localization of system trouble because of high 
transparency of agent function. 

 
By applying the advantages of an agent-based system, 

an operator support system can easily adapt the change of 
plant structure and performance. 

 
3.2 Distributed cooperative environment 
 

This study develops a dynamic operation permission 
system for an oil refinery plant as an agent system on a 
distributed cooperative environment[25]. The environment 
is outlined here. 

The internal structure of the distributed cooperative 
environment is shown in Fig. 6. The distributed 
cooperative server and agent systems are implemented by 
Java language using distributed cooperative APIs 
(Application Program Interfaces). Tables 1 and 2 show the 
lists of methods of APIs for a client (an agent) and the 
server, respectively. The distributed cooperative functions 
are implemented on a Java-based object broker HORB[26]. 

 
3.3 Tool for the implementation of an agent on a 
distributed cooperative environment 
 

An agent configuration of a complex software system 
like a support system of plant operators has the advantages 
discussed in Sub-section 3.1. However, the implementation 
of an agent needs a deep knowledge on the technologies 
such as the communication among agents through a 
computer network, the task management of an agent, and 
so on even if a distributed cooperative environment is 
equipped with APIs for easy to use. 

Therefore, the authors developed a tool[23] to support 
the implementation of an agent system that runs on the 
distributed cooperative environment without the deep 
knowledge of agent systems, object brokers, and network 
programming. 

 

Sub-system object
(Application)

Distributed cooperation API
(Client)

HORB

Java

TCP/IP

Cooperation system
(Task agent, Task field)

Distributed cooperation API
(Server)

HORB

Java

TCP/IP

Network

Sub-system Cooperation server

 
Fig. 6 Internal structure of distributed cooperative environment. 
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Table 1 List of major methods of APIs for client 

Method Function 
getName Register the name of subsystem 
Announce Receive a simultaneous announcement by 

Broadcast method 
Request Receive the request of a task 
ReceiveResult Receive the results of a task 
RequestUndo Receive the undo request of a task 
RequestCancel Receive the cancellation request of a task 
RequestCancelState Receive the task cancellation results by 

Cancel method 
TimeOut Receive the timeout announcement of 

Demand or DirectDemand method 
 

Table 2 List of major methods of APIs for server 

Method Function 
Regist Register a subsystem to the server 
Resign Delete a subsystem from the server 
Broadcast Request a simultaneous announcement to all 

subsystems 
Demand Request a task 
DirectDemand Request a task by specifying the subsystem 
SendResult Request to send execution results for the 

requested task 
Notify Announce a task execution to the server 
Cancel Request to cancel a task to the server 
SendUndoState Request to send the results of a task undo 

process to the server 
SendCancelState Request to send the results of a task 

cancellation process to the server 
EnumNotReceive Request to obtain a list of not completing tasks 

to the server 
GetStatus Request to obtain a task execution status to the 

server 
 

A typical pattern of task request relations among agents 
and the structure of the agent program is shown in Fig. 7. 
In the figure, the center agent is asked a task execution 
from the right agent. In the execution of the task, the center 
agent needs the results of a subtask executed by another 
agent. Thus, the center agent asks the left agent to do the 
subtask. After receiving the results of the subtask from the 
left agent, the center agent continues to do the requested 
task and returns the results to the right agent. 

By the tool, the program parts of “AgentName.java”, 
“TaskStep1.java”, and “TaskStep2.java” are automatically 
generated. Because the programs for the management of 
requested tasks are common for all agents and are usually 
complicated, it is very helpful in agent development that 
the corresponding programs are automatically generated in 
“AgentName.java”. Therefore, only the implementation of 
inherent agent functions that are related to the agent tasks 
can be focused in agent development. 

 

AgentName.java TaskStep1.java

TaskStep2.java

Step1.java

Step2.javaInitialProc.java

EndingProc.java

Main
Open task

management
Open task
processing

Agent

Task step 1

Request
task A

Results of
task A

Agent

Request
task B

Results
of task B

Task step 2

Agent

 
Fig. 7 Example of execution and communication pattern of an agent. 

 
4. DYNAMIC OPERATION PERMISSION 

SYSTEM FOR AN OIL REFINERY PLANT 

The authors developed a proto-type system for an oil 
refinery plant. Figure 8 shows the structure of the 
developed proto-type system. As shown in the figure, the 
proto-type system is composed of three agents on the 
distributed cooperative environment. The display agent is a 
subsystem to work as an interface system for operators like 
DCS. The information of plant conditions is displayed on 
the screen and an operation is taken through a small 
window appeared by clicking the symbol of a controllable 
component of plant. The manual-based operation 
permission agent examines the validity of the operation by 
operators from the viewpoint of following typical 
operations. On the other hand, the MFM-based operation 
permission agent examines the validity of the operation 
from the viewpoint of the influence of the operation on 
future plant behavior. 

 

Distributed
cooperation

server

Display
agent

Manual-
based

operation
permission

agent

Network

MFM-
based

operation
permission

agent

 
Fig. 8 Structure of a proto-type dynamic operation permission system for 
oil refinery plants. 

 
The abnormal scenarios considered in the proto-type 

system are to decrease the input flow rate of crude by ca. 
25% of its rated value and to shutdown the plant. A part of 
operation sequence for the abnormal scenario to decrease 
the input flow of crude is shown in Fig. 3. The rectangle 
with small rectangle in the left part of it denotes an 
operation. On the other hand, the rectangle without small 
rectangle denotes an operation group composed of several 
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operations. In this example, the operation group of 
“Decrease of crude supply” is composed of four operations 
of 1.1 to 1.4. After taking these four operations, the 
operation group of “Decrease of product flow” can be 
taken. The authors confirmed that the proto-type system 
properly performed the dynamic operation permission for 
the two scenarios. 

An example screen of the proto-type dynamic operation 
permission system is shown in Fig. 9. The part of the 
screen in which a process flow diagram is shown 
corresponds to a screen of DCS. In the upper right of the 
figure, the executed operation list is shown. On the other 
hand, the operation candidate list is shown in lower right of 
the figure. As shown in the figure, the dynamic operation 
permission system displays a small confirmation dialogue 

to ask operators if the operation is really taken because the 
operation is not the typical operation described in the 
corresponding operation manual. The large message 
window in the lower part of the screen shows the reason of 
the permission determination and the operations that can be 
taken in the case of following operation manuals. 

Examples of examining the validity of operations by the 
MFM-based operation permission agent are shown in 
Table 3. The operations in the table are supposed to be 
taken when the liquid level of reflux drum is increasing 
due to the degradation of naphtha extraction pump by ca. 
25%. The next operation described in the operation manual 
is to decrease crude flow rate. The purpose of the operation 
is to decrease the liquid level of the reflux drum. The 
desirable behavior is to decrease the flow rate of naphtha 

Fig. 9 Example screen of a proto-type dynamic operation permission system for oil refinery plants. 

Operation: 5.2.1_Decrease of FC26 flow rate         Permission determination: X

Executed operation list

START[P51 Down 25% flow_15%]
START[Decrease of crude supply rate
1.1_Decrease of FC17 flow rate
1.3_Decrease of FC19 flow rate

Operation candidate list

1.2_Decrease of FC18 flow rate
1.4_Decrease of FC20 flow rate

Confirmation window

5.2.1_Decrease of FC26 flow rate
Permission determination : X
Are you going to take the operation?

Yes Cancel

?

ShowReason

Permission determination : X

(In the operation manual) the next operation is “1.2_Decrease of FC18 flow rate”.
Purpose: Maintaining product quality, Maintaining over flush flow rate
(In the operation manual) the next operation is “1.4_Decrease of FC20 flow rate”.
Purpose: Maintaining gas pressure

Different operation form the operations in operation manual.
OK

Operation: 5.2.1_Decrease of FC26 flow rate         Permission determination: X

Executed operation list

START[P51 Down 25% flow_15%]
START[Decrease of crude supply rate
1.1_Decrease of FC17 flow rate
1.3_Decrease of FC19 flow rate

Operation candidate list

1.2_Decrease of FC18 flow rate
1.4_Decrease of FC20 flow rate

Confirmation window

5.2.1_Decrease of FC26 flow rate
Permission determination : X
Are you going to take the operation?

Yes Cancel

?

Confirmation window

5.2.1_Decrease of FC26 flow rate
Permission determination : X
Are you going to take the operation?

Yes Cancel

?

ShowReason

Permission determination : X

(In the operation manual) the next operation is “1.2_Decrease of FC18 flow rate”.
Purpose: Maintaining product quality, Maintaining over flush flow rate
(In the operation manual) the next operation is “1.4_Decrease of FC20 flow rate”.
Purpose: Maintaining gas pressure

Different operation form the operations in operation manual.
OK

ShowReason

Permission determination : X

(In the operation manual) the next operation is “1.2_Decrease of FC18 flow rate”.
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flowing into the reflux drum. The undesirable behavior is 
to increase the liquid level of reflux drum. The operation to 
increase the flow rate through the valve of FC29 in naphtha 
extraction line will have positive effect to decrease the 
liquid level of reflux drum according to the results of the 
MFM-based influence estimation. The operation does not 
give undesirable behavior. Thus, the operation is permitted 
with a comment although the operation is not the next one 
in the operation manual. On the other hand, the operation 
to decrease the flow rate through the valve of FC29 is 
given a strong warning because the desirable behavior will 
not appear and the undesirable behavior of increasing the 
liquid level of reflux drum will appear. 

 
Table 3 Examples of MFM-based operation permission results 

Operation FC29 + FC29 - FC71 + 
Desirable behavior True False True 

Undesirable behavior False True True 
Permission level With 

comment 
With 

strong 
alarm 

With 
alarm 

FC29: Flow controller of naphtha flow 
FC71: Flow controller of fuel gas for heater 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes the conception of the dynamic 
operation permission to support operators in an abnormal 
condition of plants, where the operation permission is 
determined based on typical operations described in 
operation manuals and the influence estimation of an 
operation on plant future behavior based on an MFM 
model. This paper also introduces the advantageous 
features to configure a large-scaled software system by 
multiple software agents. This paper describes the 
development of a proto-type system of dynamic operation 
permission system for oil refinery plants as an agent 
system. Its applicability is investigated through some 
examples of operation permission for two scenarios to 
manage abnormal plant conditions. 

Future works include the extensive validation of the 
proto-type system for operation support in various 
abnormal plant conditions. 
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